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Introduction 
The building permit system in Arlington, Massachusetts, was quick and casual in 
1958 when Leon Lombard started a construction company that would build up 
to twenty houses a year over the next decade and a half in his hometown. After 
obtaining a stock house-design, Lombard would go to Arlington Town Hall, where 
the town engineer would draw him a plot plan, often on his own time after his town 
work was done. Lombard would take the plan and permit application to the building 
inspector, pay a fee, and start building the house. Business arrangements during 
construction and beyond “were based on a handshake,” with personal relationships 
playing a heavy role. When the building inspector came to check on various stages of 
construction, Lombard recalls, “He would ask, ‘Is it OK?’ I would tell him ‘sure,’ and 
he would say ‘Go ahead with it. You can get the paper later when you come by Town 
Hall.’”1  
In the following decades, Arlington—like countless other American communities—
abandoned its informal, pro-development system of approving residential 
development projects and constructed a complex – and increasingly controversial 
– obstacle course of regulations. While some see such regulations as a laudatory 
example of local environmentalism, others charge that they constrict supply and 
thereby raise the costs of available homes.2 Residential building regulations, critics 
further contend, impede the development of housing, particularly densely built 
multifamily housing, that is affordable to low- and middle-income Americans, thus 
contributing to economic and racial segregation. In addition, regulatory barriers to 
development close to transportation nodes and employment centers has provoked 
accusations that regulations encourage metropolitan sprawl by forcing homebuyers 
and developers to seek new homes in ever more remote places.3 Scholars have 
hypothesized different causes for the adoption of stringent local building regulations, 
and many agree with William Fischel that a primary reason is the political infl uence 
of homeowners who believe that growth controls will protect their property values. 
Nonetheless, few, if any, have studied why and under what circumstances particular 
communities adopt stringent building regulations.4 
In this regard, Arlington, Massachusetts serves as a useful case study. The town 
is located in a region, metropolitan Boston, where nearly all municipalities have 
implemented strict procedures regulating residential development. Regional 
housing prices have appreciated sharply, which researchers have associated with 
the regulatory environment.5 Meanwhile, the region’s population grew relatively 
modestly but shifted increasingly to outlying, low-density areas.6 Furthermore, the 
course of events in Arlington—which thoroughly reversed its land use planning 
and regulatory policies in a short period of time—illuminate the forces that shape 
regulatory change.  
The case study shows that in the 1970s the Town of Arlington completely abandoned 
its policy of encouraging development of apartment buildings—and high-rise 
buildings at that—and adopted requirements that severely constricted the possibilities 
for developing multifamily dwellings.  Although members of the elite introduced the 
new approach, they were backed by rank-and-fi le citizens, who took up the cause to 
protect their neighborhoods from perceived threats.
Many other localities in greater Boston implemented similar policies to those chosen 
in Arlington, in many cases with the support and even the encouragement of state and 
federal government. Moreover, although planners initiated many of these changes, 
in many respects, the resulting public policy is at odds with the traditional goals of 
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planning, which seeks to coordinate and improve the physical, economic and social 
components of an entire community.  In fact, were it not for the strict local regulatory 
regimes, Greater Boston arguably could have generated more effi cient land uses, 
circulation patterns and distribution of population. Freer reins on production would 
likely have increased the supply of housing, lowering the high prices that have hurt 
not only individuals, but also the economy of the Commonwealth.7 Yet reforming 
the current policy of tight, locally controlled building regulation will be politically 
diffi cult since it entails removing legal tools that have become entrenched as local 
prerogatives over three decades.

Figure 1: Storefronts on Massachusetts Avenue

Photograph courtesy of Glenna Lang
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Section I: Historical Context
Managing Social Change and Real Estate Markets

During the nineteenth century, custom and economic opportunity regulated most 
urban real estate development. The few land use laws that existed generally 
concerned matters such as the use of non-fl ammable building materials and limits on 
blocking public ways. Obtaining approval to build usually meant submitting a one-
page application. Social mores and practical economics—rather than codifi ed rules 
and regulations—governed urban real estate development.8 As a result, suburban 
development could produce a factory, the large home of its owner and the small 
houses of its workers within a few minutes walk of each other. 
Covenants, such as deed restrictions specifying a minimum value or a minimum 
distance between buildings and the street or property line, were the primary legal 
method of controlling future land uses development in most metropolitan areas 
well into the twentieth century. But as the century turned, citizens began to turn 
to government for more effective ways to control the future uses of land and the 
buildings on them. In 1912, the Massachusetts Legislature passed a zoning act that 
enabled local authorities to adopt building codes to ensure safety from fi res and 
disease, impose height restrictions on buildings in certain locales, and to regulate the 
use of billboards. The affl uent suburb of Lexington immediately used this new power 
to try to prohibit all manufacturing in the town.9 Such new regulations helped spread 
the idea that changes in the physical character of urban places were not predestined.10 
Many of Boston’s real estate brokers and neighborhood improvement associations 
supported zoning laws as a way to preserve areas of single- and two-family houses.11 
In fact, since around 1900, there had been attempts to stifl e the development of three-
decker apartment buildings in outer city neighborhoods. Opponents argued that the 
three-deckers were fi re hazards and expressed fears that their immigrant and working-
class occupants would cause respectable neighborhoods to decline. 
In 1924, the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court upheld the practice of restricting 
a district to single-family houses. Two years later, in the landmark Euclid v. Ambler 
decision that authorized zoning in the United States, the U.S. Supreme Court 
established the local prerogative to prohibit apartment buildings, which it referred to 
as “parasites” and virtual nuisances in single-family districts. By 1930, zoning and 
other regulations had virtually halted the construction of three-deckers in Boston, 
demonstrating how planning and building regulations could shape future urban 
development, particularly by excluding multifamily buildings.12 
During the latter twentieth century, Massachusetts continued to pass legislation that 
encouraged localities to establish planning agencies, zoning laws and procedures 
for administering them. In addition, national and state legislation that grew out of 
the environmental regulation and historic preservation movements of the 1960s 
and 1970s infl uenced local governments to further incorporate such goals into 
their regulatory process. By the millennium, residents and governments of Greater 
Boston had learned a variety of ways to restrict development projects in the hopes of 
preventing the kind of changes in urban land use once regarded as unavoidable. 
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Section II: Arlington, Massachusetts

Arlington is a town of 5.5 square miles located six miles northwest of Boston. First 
established as a section of Cambridge known as Menotomy, Arlington became an 
independent town in 1807 and was renamed in honor of Civil War soldiers buried 
at Arlington National Cemetery. Like many communities around Boston, its history 
dates to the fi rst English settlement. The town’s early economy was based on 
farming and milling. Massachusetts Avenue, which runs parallel to the Mill Brook 
throughout the town’s entire length, once served as a highway for farmers, teamsters, 
and travelers to Cambridge and Boston. During the twentieth century, automobiles 
crowded the town’s streets, and a growing number of suburban homes encroached on 
farmlands. Route 2, a state highway originally constructed in the 1930s on Arlington’s 
southern border and subsequently widened, provided convenient automobile access to 
the neighboring Cambridge, the western suburbs, and the metropolitan area highway 
system, which further encouraged Arlington’s development as a home to commuters. 
By 1970, Arlington had become a comfortable, predominantly middle-class suburb, 
whose population of 53,500 was overwhelmingly white, with strong components of 
French Canadian, Irish, and Italian stock.13 
The town developed into three main areas. The fi rst is East Arlington, the section 
closest to and resembling urban Cambridge, which developed relatively early and 
densely. Arlington Center is the site of the town hall and other historic buildings. The 
third, Arlington Heights, which is located near the prosperous towns of Lexington and 
Winchester, developed more recently and therefore contains most of the town’s post-
war single-family subdivisions. 
In choice of government, Arlington honors its New England’s past by adopting 
a highly modifi ed version of the colonial town meeting. Its citizens elect 252 
representatives (currently elected from 21 precincts) to Town Meeting, which 
operates as the legislature. Arlington’s executive branch consists of a fi ve-member 
Board of Selectmen, elected at large, which hires the town manager, the town’s chief 
administrator. 

Figure 2: Zoning Map of Arlington, MA (1924)

Source: Town of Arlington, Department of Planning and Community Development
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Section III: An Informal Pro-Growth Regime

For much of its history, Arlington, like most Greater Boston communities, maintained 
an informal pro-development regime that encouraged the development of new 
homes, generally by local builders, to accommodate Bostonians and others who were 
attracted to Arlington. Under this system, small-scale local builders, such as Leon 
Lombard, formed personal relationships with town offi cials, who in turn generally 
supported development projects as long as they did not threaten to reduce real estate 
values or injure the community in any obvious way. Residents generally accepted 
land developers as community members who were entitled to a profi t or “to make a 
living,” as they expressed it. Like other communities, Arlington had a set of formal 
regulations to govern land development, but these regulations imposed few burdens 
on builders. Passed in 1924, Arlington’s early zoning scheme – like those in other 
communities – was rudimentary and descriptive, composed of a few districts that by 
and large allowed more development of what was already there. Nearly 90 percent 
of Arlington’s land was placed in two residential zones of approximately the same 
size. Business districts specifi cally allowed apartment buildings, such as the large 
courtyard blocks that were built in the early twentieth century along Massachusetts 
Avenue.14 
In post-war metropolitan Boston, great numbers of young couples and the elderly 
sought relatively small and inexpensive shelter. Arlington responded by gradually 
allowing development of apartments in areas previously off-limits to fl ats. In 1945, 
the town created a residential district that permitted apartment houses up to four 
stories or 60 feet high, with modest setback requirements. At fi rst, the new apartment 
house zone was limited to only two small areas, each about a block long, but over 
the next 30 years, the town added about ten more of these districts, all less than two 
blocks in size and mostly in the northeast corner of town. In 1950, the town added 
another apartment district that ran for seven blocks along Pleasant Street out of the 
town center.15 
Demographic and economic trends encouraged continued demand for apartments, 
especially in the 1960s. Boston area colleges and universities attracted many young 
people who remained after graduation. The region’s shift from an industrial to a 
white-collar economy made Greater Boston a magnet for young people, many of 
whom sought relatively inexpensive but conveniently located dwellings.
For most of the twentieth century, developers in Arlington needed only to submit 
a simple permit application to gain approval to proceed. Virtually all transactions 
pertaining to local home building—from obtaining permits to sales agreements—
relied on trust and informal understandings. Dick Keshian, an Arlington lawyer 
who has represented local builders since the 1960s, expressed the attitude as, “I’m a 
good guy, you’re a good guy. So what’s the problem?”16 These relaxed arrangements 
toward the regulation and execution of real estate development refl ected the fact 
that much of the Arlington citizenry supported or accepted growth and the changes 
it brought. In general, Lombard recalls, people backed the construction of new 
dwellings because they were convinced it meant new property tax revenues and 
thus helped keep down their own property taxes. Arlington residents saw real estate 
development as, in Keshian’s words, “the natural order of things.”17 
Since the 1950s, Arlington’s government saw apartment buildings as a source of 
property tax revenues to pay for town services. Edward Monahan, the town manager, 
declared in 1953, “If Arlington is to increase its assessed valuation, apartment houses 
will have to paper Arlington.” When applications for building permits for apartment 
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houses rose dramatically in 1962, Monahan happily forecast that the town would 
experience “the greatest increase in total value assets in history.”18 
During the 1960s, town offi cials expanded the areas for development of apartment 
houses and embraced a future of high-rise buildings. Town leaders envisioned a future 
in which Arlington’s major centers and the spine of the Mill Brook valley, including 
the Massachusetts Avenue corridor, would be built up, like the central parts of great 
cities, with high-rise structures. By 1968, the town contained 112 apartment buildings 
of various sizes and six of the town’s seven largest property taxpayers, and, excepting 
utility companies, were apartment house owners.19 
The town itself contributed to the reshaping of its physical image by building a 
seven-story elderly public housing structure called the “fi rst state-assisted, all-electric 
high-rise housing in Massachusetts,” as well as a 12-story addition to it completed 
in 1970. Given Arlington’s pro-property tax revenue policies and growing demand 
in the Boston housing market, a reporter for a Boston newspaper thought it entirely 
likely that high-rise apartments would one day dominate the town center’s skyline. 
Arlington’s destiny, it appeared, was to be densely settled and urban.20 

Section IV: Rumbles of Opposition 

Even as Arlington’s leaders pushed for growth and apartments, signs of discontent 
appeared. Residents who lived near the sites where new apartments were being 
built often opposed them and in the early 1960s led a town-wide movement against 
constructing apartment buildings in neighborhoods of single- and two-family homes. 
The town’s landscaping and setback regulations, which were aimed at maintaining 
open space and avoiding congestion, had encouraged the spread of square- or 
rectangular-shaped, brick-clad small apartment blocks that were generally three to 
fi ve stories in height and contained 12 to 18 units each. Built during the heyday of 
postwar modernism, these apartment blocks typically included modern amenities 
such as air conditioning and laundry facilities but were devoid of ornament. Like 
the three-deckers, these apartment blocks were inexpensive to build and maintain 
and thus offered relatively reasonable rents. And just as the three-decker had once 
been condemned as “Boston’s weed,” the building was derided as a pillbox, with 
anti-growth forces in neighboring towns conjuring up the specter of the “Arlington 
pillbox.”21 

Figure 3: Example of an Arlington “Pillbox”

Photograph courtesy of Glenna Lang
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Anti-apartment sentiment burst into open confl ict in April 1961, when a builder 
persuaded the Town Meeting to adopt a zoning change enabling construction of 
three, fi ve-story apartment buildings on a large, unoccupied tract on Lakehill Avenue 
between the Boston & Maine railroad tracks and Spy Pond. The builder prevailed 
because local residents had neglected to turn out at the Town Meeting to oppose the 
zoning resolution. Two physicians who lived near the site, led their neighbors in a 
yearlong but ultimately unsuccessful campaign to reverse the zoning change. 
Although the effort failed, it ignited a short-lived but potent movement against 
petitions to rezone one- and two-family districts for apartment buildings. The anti-
apartment group founded the Spy Pond Community Association, whose leaders 
sought allies across town in neighborhoods where builders sought spot zoning to 
build pillbox-style apartment blocks. By February 1962, a coalition of neighborhood 
associations and local residents formed the town-wide Save Arlington Association. As 
the annual Town Meeting approached, the association turned out crowds at planning 
board hearings, submitted petitions, and pressured other town organizations to reject 
the numerous rezoning requests under consideration that year.22 
The case made by these apartment rezoning opponents presaged the kinds of 
arguments used against residential development around Boston and across the 
nation ever since. On legal grounds, apartment opponents objected to spot zoning, 
which violated the zoning principle that land uses in urban districts should be 
predominately homogeneous. Opponents also worried about overpopulation and 
its attendant ills, such as traffi c jams. They countered the rationale that apartment 
buildings reduced property tax rates by arguing that the added cost of services, such 
as road maintenance, water and sewers, and trash removal, offset any reduction in 
taxes. And like today’s enemies of growth, Arlington’s rezoning opponents in the 
early 1960s charged that the construction of fl ats would increase school costs by 
adding to the school-aged population. They also presented an early version of today’s 
environmental-open space arguments, arguing that buildings next to Spy Pond would 
ruin the view and recreational space.23

From the perspective of urban history, the anti-apartment sentiments expressed 
relatively new ideas. The builders’ development of the infi ll lots in Arlington was 
almost the same as the process that led to the construction of three-deckers and small 
apartment blocks in and around Boston during the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. The major difference between the situation in the 1960s and the past was 
that the onset of zoning often forced the builders to seek changes to or waivers from 
zoning bylaws, which created an opportunities for residents to voice their opinion on 
what in the past had been accepted as the natural, if sometimes regrettable, order of 
things. 
Although the anti-apartment movement was led by upper-middle class professionals, 
it generated support across a broad swath of working- and middle-class Arlingtonians. 
Great numbers of residents attended planning board meetings. At one hearing, 
rezoning opponents submitted petitions with almost 600 names; the hearing room was 
so crowded that the session was moved to the auditorium where town meetings were 
held. Some opponents were white ethnic residents, who expressed anxieties about 
social elements at either end of the economic spectrum. John Macaris, a local builder 
who lived near one of the apartment sites, wondered if a “big business syndicate” 
was lurking in the background in order to make “handsome profi ts in the form of 
high rent apartment houses.”24 The working people of Arlington also feared that the 
new apartment buildings would lower the values of neighboring properties and, as 
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one resident wrote in a letter to the editor, that they even would create overcrowded 
“slums” like those in neighboring Somerville and Cambridge. Such sentiments 
echoed an old cry that new buildings should improve, not downgrade an area. But 
they also they resounded with xenophobic fears about an infl ux of lower-income 
and black people. Since the controversy over school integration began in the 1960s, 
working- and middle-class citizens in towns throughout greater Boston have objected 
to a variety of programs and projects for similar reasons.25 
Facing such neighborhood opposition, some builders chose not to proceed with 
development. By early March 1962, as the protests swelled, builders withdrew nine 
petitions for rezoning, a response that refl ected a breakdown in the old arrangements 
that depended upon mutual relationships in development. Their withdrawal of 
petitions also represented a shift in the authority over approving development projects 
from town hall to the neighborhoods.26 
The old guard, however, hardly went along with the protest movement. So angry 
was the publisher of the local weekly newspaper, the Arlington Advocate, that he 
printed a front-page editorial condemning the blanket opposition to zoning changes 
and personally attacking the opponents, calling them “un-American” and guilty of 
“collectivism,” words that in those days of the Cold War meant “communist.”27

Figure 4: The Changing Face of Arlington

1940 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000

   Total Population 40,013 49,953 53,524 48,219 44,630 42,389

   Households n/a 14,754 17,626 18,583 18,848 19,000

Demographics

   White 99.9% 99.7% 98.9% 97.1% 94.4% 89.9%

   Younger than 18 n/a n/a 29% 21% 17% 18%

   Older than 65 n/a n/a 14% 17% 18% 17%

   Foreign Born 18% n/a 11% 11% 12% 14%

Income

   Households (2000 $s) n/a n/a n/a $43,406 $57,061 $64,344

Adults’ Education

   No High School n/a n/a 28% 18% 12% 8%

   High School Graduate 21% n/a 41% 36% 26% 19%

   Some College 4% n/a 13% 16% 20% 20%

   BA or More 5% 12% 18% 29% 42% 53%

Household Characteristics

   Housing Units 10,789 15,080 17,921 18,552 18,819 19,011

   Owner Occupied 47% n/a 58% 56% 57% 59%

   Median Value of Single-
   Family Homes (2000 $s) n/a $102,389 $114,504 $133,748 $277,338 $284,900

   Median Rent (2000 $s) $577 $622 $635 $725 $993 $934

Source: U. S. Census
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Section V: A Policy About-Face

Despite the failure to develop some vacant lots in residential areas, the town 
continued to encourage apartment construction. In the ten years following the protests 
of 1962, Arlington issued permits for an average of 226 dwelling units per year in 
multifamily structures. Developers were able to fi nd plenty of opportunities to build 
apartments without provoking neighborhood opposition, and anti-apartment activity 
receded.28 Yet the political landscape was quietly shifting in ways that would lead to 
a more stringent attitude toward development, particularly towards development of 
multifamily structures. Impulses to preserve what were considered desirable elements 
of the Arlington environment led the Town Meeting to establish the Arlington 
Conservation Commission in 1966 and the Arlington Historical Commission in 
1970. Enabled by a state law to protect and develop the town’s natural resources 
including wetlands, the conservation commission was authorized to conduct research, 
coordinate local citizens’ environmental groups, draw plans, and recommend actions, 
such as acquisition, to conserve the town’s natural resources. Similarly, the historic 
commission’s purpose the Arlington Historical Commission was to preserve and 
protect historic buildings, primarily in this case by discouraging demolition of historic 
properties though suasion and advising the town’s building inspector.29 
Then in the early 1970s, Arlington unexpectedly reversed its pro-growth and 
pro-apartment construction policies. In an attempt to revitalize the town’s run-
down commercial strips and improve the planning department, the Town Meeting 
established the Arlington Redevelopment Board, a volunteer body made up of fi ve 
Arlington residents, four appointed by the town manager and one by the state’s 
secretary of housing and community development. The Redevelopment Board, 
moreover, replaced the Planning Board, which as part of the old pro-growth regime 
had allowed real estate development and apartment construction to proceed relatively 
unhampered. The new entity was given the powers of a redevelopment agency, 
although the town reserved for Town Meeting the right to approve any urban renewal 
projects and eminent domain takings. The town’s leaders, including Donald Marquis, 
who had become town manager in 1967, hoped the redevelopment board would 
broaden the tax base by reviving the town’s businesses.30

Notwithstanding the urban revitalization impulse that spurred its creation, the 
Arlington Redevelopment Board soon signaled it would reverse the town’s pro-
development policy. In a column he wrote for the town’s newspapers in April 
1972, the leader of the new Redevelopment Board, George Remmert, emphasized 
preservation of the suburban appearance and way of life above development. The 
new board, he declared, would not support any development project unless convinced 
that it would not adversely affect the town’s “quality of life style” or character as a 
residential community. He felt townspeople should not encourage more apartment 
development until they could determine whether the population could increase 
“without incurring substantial expenses for expanded facilities.”31 
The board acknowledged that apartment buildings were potentially a great asset but 
called the location of many buildings “unfortunate” and said it would slow building 
by small developers until policies for specifi ed areas could be delineated.32 “Residents 
should be the ultimate decision makers about how the area they live in should be 
developed,” the board said.33 
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Section VI: The Moratorium

Refl ecting the changed philosophy, the Redevelopment Board’s fi rst major act was to 
propose a two-year moratorium on the development of multifamily structures to allow 
it time to draft a new comprehensive zoning plan. Similar actions by other towns 
inspired and guided the drafters of Arlington’s moratorium, refl ecting the regional 
and contagious nature of the anti-growth movement of the 1970s. In arguing for the 
moratorium, Redevelopment Board Chairman Remmert conveyed hostility toward 
apartment house developers that contrasted sharply with the tolerant attitude of the 
earlier pro-growth regime. Accusing developers of having reneged on their promises 
to the planning board, he declared that builders would no longer control the town’s 
development.34 
In April 1973, the Arlington town meeting approved the moratorium by an 
overwhelming margin of 154-17. Support for the moratorium came from town 
leaders and the representatives of residents opposed to a large apartment building 
proposed for a site bordering a residential area in East Arlington. Although the 
proposal complied with existing zoning codes, East Arlington residents saw the 
building as an intrusion into their residential district that would bring more traffi c 
congestion and noise. Only the director of the Arlington Housing Authority objected 
to the moratorium because she feared it would prevent developers from producing 
low-income housing.35 The town meeting vote undoubtedly refl ected the anti-growth 
sentiments of most townspeople, some of whom would have gone even further to stop 
new development.36 
Like the earlier anti-apartment movement, support for the moratorium on apartment 
construction came from both the professional elite and the moderate-income rank-
and-fi le. Members of the upper-middle-class professional group that supported the 
anti-apartment measure refl ected a reform point of view. Remmert, for instance, 
was the general attorney for H.P. Hood and Sons, one of the region’s largest 
dairy companies, and a member of Arlington’s Finance Committee for ten years, 
serving as chair for the previous fi ve years. Other early members of the Arlington 
Redevelopment Board were upper-middle class professionals and managers. At the 
same time, middle- and working-class residents of East Arlington neighborhoods 
where relatively modest two-family houses predominated -- probably including some 
active in the 1960s anti-rezoning campaign -- also strongly supported the moratorium 
to stop incursions of new development. Zoning reform in Arlington thus appealed to a 
coalition of those who believed in progressive planning and those who felt threatened 
by outside infl uences.37 
The election of 1973 highlighted the shift in Arlington’s center of political gravity 
from the town’s traditional leaders to the reform coalition. The “old guard” in town 
government had maneuvered to prevent two reform candidates, Margaret Spengler 
and George Rugg, from being on the ballot for selectman. This act enraged and 
energized the supporters of the candidates, who waged a successful sticker write-
in campaign, defeating an incumbent and the candidate who had challenged their 
right to run. Spengler, the fi rst woman selectman in Arlington, had a base of support 
in the League of Women Voters, generally an upper-middle-class reform type of 
organization, in which she had long been active. In contrast, Rugg had the support 
of middle-class leaders, such as Elsie Fiore, an East Arlington resident and Town 
Meeting member since 1963 known as a determined opponent of anything that might 
harm her neighborhood. During the campaign, both Spengler and Rugg supported 
the Redevelopment Board and increasing open space, with Spengler seeking 
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enhanced “aesthetics and convenience” and Rugg calling for planned redevelopment, 
conservation, and transportation improvements.38 
To be sure, the two wings of Arlington’s planning reform coalition did not always see 
eye-to-eye. In 1976, for example, the groups split in a bitter debate over a proposed 
extension of the metropolitan subway system into and through Arlington. Progressive-
minded leaders, including members of the Arlington Redevelopment Board and the 
Board of Selectmen led by Spengler, envisioned the proposed extension of the Red 
Line rail transit line as a way to help revitalize Arlington’s moribund commercial 
strips. But many blue-collar and white-collar middle-class residents fought the 
extension because they feared it would bring traffi c congestion, crime, and lower-
income African Americans and others from inner-city Boston.39 Although both wanted 
to control development, planning issues sometimes divided the professional managers 
of the town and parochially minded citizens.
With widespread anti-growth feelings throughout the town, the Redevelopment Board 
was able to seize control of Arlington’s zoning and development regulations. In 1973, 
it assumed the powers formerly held by the planning board to conduct studies, create 
master plans, and draw zoning maps. Extending their infl uence, board members met 
with selectmen to keep them informed and ensure their support of their regulatory 
acts. Just as signifi cantly, the Redevelopment Board appropriated the authority 
of the Zoning Board of Appeals, which had operated independently and shown 
sympathy for builders in deciding whether to grant special permits and variances. 
The Redevelopment Board obtained the power to grant special permits, formerly the 
exclusive right of the Zoning Board of Appeals. Redevelopment Board members also 
participated in Zoning Board of Appeals meetings, recommending for and against 
each petition for the issuance of a special permit or variance.40 
In a key ruling in June 1975, Massachusetts’ highest court – the Supreme Judicial 
Court – upheld the town’s moratorium on apartment construction and, more broadly, 
the principle that municipalities could issue such temporary bans.41 Joseph Collura, 
the developer whose proposed project had provoked vigorous opposition in East 
Arlington, had sued on the grounds that since he had applied for building approval 
prior to the moratorium, his application should be approved under the old regulations. 
Collura also contended that the moratorium was an invalid means of regulating 
development. Although a Superior Court judge ruled in favor of Collura, the Supreme 
Judicial Court used the case to resolve the legality of moratoria in general. The 
court’s decision, one of a series in which it expanded local prerogatives in regulating 
development, fi rmly sustained the town’s position: the moratorium, the court ruled, 
was an interim provision consistent with the purpose of zoning and it was proper for 
towns to review regulations with a mind to the course of future development. In its 
opinion, the SJC revealed a commitment to tight local growth controls above property 
rights, the operation of markets, or the natural evolution of urban areas.42 

Section VII: A Stringent Rulebook for Developers 

During the moratorium, the task of drawing up a new master plan and zoning 
bylaw – passed in 1975 – was largely supervised by Arlington Town Planner Alan 
McClennen, a trained and highly capable professional planner hired by the town in 
1974.43 Because his thinking was in tune with the Redevelopment Board and the 
anti-growth coalition, McClennen was shocked to discover that 1960s zoning allowed 
developers to create large lots along the Massachusetts Avenue commercial strip by 
acquiring land occupied by two-family houses. McClennen easily generated support 
for tight restrictions on new urban development by informing residents of how this 
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zoning created the potential for high-rise buildings or even small apartment houses. 
At the same time, town offi cials and residents concerned about growth had begun to 
undercut the main argument in favor of apartment buildings when they contended 
that the buildings had not generated as much property tax revenue as expected. To 
limit multi-family construction, the Redevelopment Board and McClennen devised 
a strategy of confi ning apartment development to particular sites along Arlington’s 
commercial and industrial corridors, which were occupied by establishments, such 
as the car dealerships, that planners and town leaders considered unappealing and 
wished to replace.44

In crafting the zoning by-law of 1975, McClennen and the Redevelopment Board 
members wanted to allow only development they considered appropriate for a built-
up suburban town. Thus, they created a multitude of zoning districts and set stringent 
requirements, such as larger minimum lot sizes, lower height limits and parking 
spaces, for any new multifamily development within them. Under the new bylaw, the 
number of zoning districts swelled from 10 to 17. The long business and apartment 
house zone that ran along Massachusetts Avenue was chopped into tiny districts 
categorized as business, low-, medium-, or high-density apartment house areas, 
requiring larger minimum lot sizes, lower height limits and more parking spaces. (In 
1978 residents pushed the town to lower height limits in the high-density apartment 
zone again to fi ve stories.) Ranging from about a quarter of a block to four blocks in 
area, these little districts -- the only ones where the bylaws allowed the erection of 
multifamily structures -- resembled spots on the zoning map.45 
Even as the town increased the obstacles to developing apartment buildings, its 
planners did not signifi cantly change the regulations for the single- and two-family 
districts, which covered most of the town north and south of the Mill Valley. Most 
of Arlington’s zoning, therefore, aspired to a suburban landscape of large yards, 
curvilinear roads, plentiful greenery, and attached garages. 
Even if a developer of anything other than single- and two-family houses was willing 
to meet the new requirements of Arlington’s 1975 zoning bylaw, he still had to run 
a gauntlet of new procedures. A special permit was now required to construct any 

Figure 5: Proposed Zoning Map of Arlington, MA (1975)

Source: Town of Arlington, Department of Planning and Community Development
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three-family houses, town houses, and apartment buildings. The special permit, a 
new type of authorization that Massachusetts’ localities were adopting, could only 
be issued by the Zoning Board of Appeals. In accordance with state guidelines, the 
zoning bylaw also created two new overlay districts in which construction would 
also require a special permit: the fl oodplain district, comprised of lowlands subject 
to seasonal or periodic fl ooding; and wetlands, defi ned as all land within 25 feet of 
any water body (including streams) or designated as having poor drainage. Before 
the Zoning Board of Appeals could grant such a special permit, the Conservation 
Commission, the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Quality Engineering 
(now the Department of Environmental Protection) and the Massachusetts 
Department of Public Works (now the Massachusetts Highway Department) had 
to approve the application and the Inspector of Buildings, Board of Health, the 
Conservation Commission, Town Engineer, and Redevelopment Board had to submit 
recommendation.
Furthermore, the new law obliged the developers of apartment projects with eight or 
more dwellings in one or more buildings and of any projects on the town’s main street 
to apply to the Redevelopment Board for yet another new procedure, “environmental 
design review.”46 Disseminated by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development, national organizations with an interest in local planning, and state 
governments, this procedure became popular during the 1970s in Massachusetts and 
across the United States. Its advocates quickly expanded the intent of environmental 
design review from ensuring appropriate architectural style to fulfi lling other goals, 
such as historic preservation and maintaining community character.47 
While laudable, the goals imposed upon would-be developers by Arlington’s 
environmental design review seemed impossibly large. The standards included 
preserving landscape, linking the new building to both built and natural environments, 
maximizing open space, locating pedestrian and vehicular traffi c, personal safety, 
draining surface water, placing all utility services underground, respecting heritage, 
and curtailing any effects on local “microclimate.”48 
The regulations defi ning each standard were broad, vague, and subjective. 
Developments were to “be related harmoniously to the terrain and to the use, scale, 
and architecture” of nearby buildings “that have functional or visual relationship 
to the proposed buildings.” Any open space should “add to the visual amenities” 
of the area and also “encourage social interaction” of the space. Any removal or 
disruption “of historic, traditional or signifi cant uses, structures, or architectural 
elements shall be minimized insofar as practicable, whether these exist on the site or 
on adjacent properties.” Ensuring safety meant not only creating egresses and access 
for fi re trucks, but also somehow minimizing the fear and probability of accidents 
and criminal acts by means of neighbors and passersby conducting surveillance. 
Indeed, the thrust of many of the descriptions was that new developments must 
affect their surrounding areas in just the right way -- presumably to the satisfaction 
of neighboring property owners. Apparently conscious of the daunting nature of 
the standards -- or displaying a tongue-in-cheek facetiousness -- the authors of 
Arlington’s environmental design review assured applicants that the standards were 
“not intended to discourage creativity, invention, and innovation.”49 
Nor was that all. The applicant had to submit a drawing of existing conditions, 
a set of drawings of the proposed structure showing its front, rear, and sides 
and of the surrounding landscape (showing “type and size of planting materials, 
color and type of surface materials, methods to be employed for screening, and 
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proposed topography”), photographs of the site and vicinity, a site plan, a model 
of the proposed structure, and an impact statement explaining “how each of the 
environmental design review standards is incorporated into the design of the proposed 
development.”50 
As originally written, the Zoning Board of Appeals supervised environmental design 
reviews, but within a few years, the Redevelopment Board further expanded its power 
by persuading the Town Meeting to give it control of this process as well. In 1980 and 
again in 1998, the town added more thoroughfares to fall under environmental design 
review. The Redevelopment Board was thus now able to exert tight control over the 
areas most likely to attract development and almost all projects besides single- and 
two-family homes.51

Section VIII: A Regime of Procedures and Pitfalls

In stark contrast to the informal pro-development regime that preceded it, this 
revamped zoning and development approval procedures adopted by Arlington in 
the mid-1970s ushered in a new regulatory regime that depended heavily upon 
procedures, professional expertise, and citizen participation. 
The increasing participation of members of the public in the process of approving 
new developments -- which emerged across the United States in the 1960s as a 
reaction to the urban renewal and highway construction programs -- put an additional 
onus on developers in Arlington. After the adoption of the 1975 zoning bylaw, the 
possible number of public hearings, which were traditionally the avenue of citizen 
involvement, increased signifi cantly. In 1983, for example, the town meeting added 
a public hearing to the environmental design review process, inviting abutters of 
proposed development site and any interested parties to express opinions about the 
project.52 The loosely defi ned goals of the environmental design review regulation 
further encouraged a public role by creating the potential for legal challenges on 
the grounds that developers had not met the standards for development approval. 
The result of such increased citizen participation in the regulatory process has been 
rampant parochialism on the part of individuals, institutions, or groups for whom their 
perceived interests are paramount.53 
Further complicating the regulatory process was the involvement of non-planning 
agencies. The Town Meeting in 1970 created the Arlington Historical Commission to 
review applications for building permits that involved exterior changes to structures 

Figure 6: Dwelling Unit Permits in Arlington, MA By Decade

Source: U.S. Census
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deemed historically or architecturally signifi cant, later granting it the power to delay 
demolition permits. In addition, the Town Meeting since 1977 has created seven 
historic districts, each with its own commission authorized to approve or reject 
proposals to remove, construct, or alter the exterior of any building or structure within 
the district. Meanwhile, the 1975 bylaw gave the Arlington Conservation Commission 
the right to review, and in some cases, approve, land use decisions in wetland and 
fl oodplain areas.54 
Federal and state policies further regulated residential development. The National 
Historic Preservation Act of 1966 strongly infl uenced local planning by introducing 
the concept of historic districts as worthy of preservation. By popularizing 
environmental goals, standards, and guidelines, federal laws such as the National 
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 and the Water Pollution Control Act of 1972, as 
well as the Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act adopted in 1967, encouraged 
localities to regulate wetlands and fl oodplains. The U.S. Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration, established in 1970, imposed new work site rules on 
builders and the state imposed its own building code standards on municipalities of 
Massachusetts. In 1975, the Commonwealth published a uniform state building code.
The authors of Arlington’s regulatory procedural regime had achieved their goal: 
developers were discouraged from building homes, particularly apartment buildings. 
By the early 1970s, builders such as Leon Lombard, who in the previous era had 
regularly produced houses, now confronted steep regulatory obstacles. He was 
rejected, for example, in his bid to extend an apartment house lot by tearing down 
two adjacent houses. When he developed a large condominium complex, engineers 
were required to submit reports establishing that he met the new standards, including 
the ability to withstand an earthquake. Even Lombard’s banks hired engineers. Faced 
with such obstacles, Lombard retreated to managing the properties he owned.55 
In the following years, this combination of tight zoning, a thicket of procedures, and 
high standards effectively squelched most development, particularly of the kind that 
would create high population densities near transportation routes and employment 
centers. The number of permits issued fell from almost 3,000 units in the 1960s to 
about 600 in the 1980s and to a mere 132 in the 1990s. The annual average number 
of permits for units in multifamily structures in the ten years before the moratorium 
in 1973 was 226; in the decade after the new 1975 zoning bylaw, the annual average 
of multifamily permitted units was just 21. Hence, the total number of dwellings in 
Arlington rose in the 1970s by almost 1000, rose again in the 1980s by a little more 
than half that number, and fell by 10 in the 1990s.56 

Section IX: The Long Road to Development: The Case of “Old Bile” 

Nothing better illustrates the unpredictable, ineffi cient, and burdensome process 
of Arlington’s procedural regime than the attempts over two decades to develop 
a piece of land located at the busy intersection of Massachusetts Avenue and Mill 
Street. The parcel is situated next to St. Athanasius Greek Orthodox Church. Across 
Massachusetts Avenue, the town’s wide commercial boulevard, are located on the 
diagonally opposite corner the historic Jason Russell house and a short block away 
Arlington Town Hall. 
In 1912, plain-looking colonial-era wood frame houses on the site were demolished 
in favor of an early automobile garage that eventually became Colonial Motors. By 
1971, the business had been taken over by the Time Oldsmobile car dealership, which 
contained a showroom and service area.57 
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In 1984, dealership owner Dave Friedland sought to modernize and improve the 
appearance of the one-story facility. Because of its location on Massachusetts Avenue, 
such new construction required a special permit from the Arlington Redevelopment 
Board, which held up the application up for a year after leaders of St. Athanasius 
sued to prevent a new roof from blocking the view of the church (only from down 
the street, however). In 1986, an attempt to cover and raise the parking area to 
three levels was rejected after a round of public hearings. Friedland then reduced 
his proposal to two stories. Even though such a meeting was not required, the 
Redevelopment Board encouraged him to meet with the local historic commission to 
reduce “unnecessary fl ack.”58 Despite this effort, local residents protested vehemently 
and the Board again denied a permit to build a garage. 
In June 1987, Friedland revised his plan yet again, adding a brick façade and 
landscaping on the side streets. His new application for a special permit triggered 
more public hearings in the fall. Not until April 1988 did the Redevelopment Board 
approve the application to remodel the Time Oldsmobile building. According to one 
Board member, no other proposal had been placed before the board more often the 
Times Oldsmobile project.59 
After the car dealership went out of business in 1997, American Stores Company, 
the owner of the Osco Drug chain, purchased the site and in 1998 requested a special 
permit under the environmental design review to raze the existing structure and 
build a drug store, an allowable commercial use in its business zone that specifi ed 
“large retail.” After fi ve public hearings, the Redevelopment Board in January 1999 
rejected this proposal. Two years of wrangling, hearings, and adverse decisions 
followed. American Stores and the town fi rst argued over whether the site was 
subject to the historic district rules. Town planner McClennen agreed the site was 
not within a historic district, but argued that since it was adjacent to three such 
districts, the historic district rules applied. Then a group called the Arlington Citizens 
for Responsible Development attacked the proposal on the grounds that it would 
increase traffi c and thus could harm pedestrians. A report by a traffi c engineering fi rm 
found that the impact of a commercial business on Arlington’s busiest commercial 
street would be negligible, but opponents insisted the study was unsound because 
the company paid for it (which was the only way such a study would be fi nanced). 

Figure 7: Time Oldsmobile Storefront on Massachusetts Avenue

Source: Town of Arlington, Department of Planning and Community Development
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The Redevelopment Board found that additional traffi c to the drug store would 
increase congestion at the intersection, a ruling that was upheld on appeal by the 
Massachusetts Land Court in 2000. Hence, local authority -- with the approval of the 
state judiciary – was able to disallow a “large retail” store on Massachusetts Avenue, 
Arlington’s main commercial boulevard and most heavily traffi cked street.60 
The evidence suggests that neighbors had hijacked the planning process. As developer 
attorney Richard Keshian saw it, the traffi c issue was only a tool to stop the project. 
“Each time Osco would come back, it found the town required another level of 
compliance,” he said. According to Keshian, the actual sources of opposition were the 
Greek Church, which wanted the land, and neighbors who did not want a drug store 
overlooking the historic Jason Russell house (actually, the historic house overlooked 
the site, which is located down hill from it).61 
While the procedural war dragged on, the Time Oldsmobile building fell into 
disrepair. Several letters fell off the company sign so that it spelled, “Old Bile,” 
which bemused Arlington residents began calling the site. In August 2001, the Old 
Bile building was demolished for safety reasons, after which tall weeds and a “For 
Sale” sign sprouted on this conspicuous parcel. After purchasing Osco Drugs in 2002, 
Brooks Pharmacies concluded that a drug store would never be allowed on the site. 
After failing to fi nd a buyer for the site, Brooks hired local developer Michael Collins 
to develop the land so that it might be sold.62 
Collins proceeded carefully. In May 2003, he reviewed the zoning requirements 
and listened to the desires of town planners who hoped for residential development. 
He also met with residents, abutters, and Historical Commission members who had 
opposed previous plans for the site. In June Collins retained an international real 
estate advisory fi rm to produce a fi nancial analysis of the viability of residential 
development at the site, discussed building types and numbers of units with 
the Redevelopment Board, and met again with the Historical Commission and 
representatives of the Greek Church. At one meeting, Collins’s architect presented 
a mock-up of a “fourteenth iteration” of a residential scheme that several attendees 
felt resembled the Harvard University’s Georgian Revival dormitories. Although the 
presentation was preliminary, commissioners and members of the public expressed 
concerns over the model’s lack of doorways onto Massachusetts Avenue and how 
it would affect “the pedestrian environment.” Nonetheless, because of the tight 
zoning—similar to that found all along the Massachusetts Avenue corridor-- a project 
of any scale on this site would require a special permit, which required going through 
environmental design review.63 
Collins hired an architectural fi rm, Donham and Sweeney, whose principals aimed 
to produce high-quality architecture that was sensitive to the community context. 
Collins originally hoped to build a multi-building complex with 46 condominium 
dwellings and underground parking. This would have fulfi lled the planning ideal, now 
dubbed “smart growth,” of creating relatively dense housing close to central city and 
on a main transit route. The plan would also have met the affordable housing goal 
endorsed by the town in 2001, when it passed a law that required that 15 percent of 
new units be priced for moderate-income households. Collins’ proposal would have 
produced seven such affordable units.64 
The Redevelopment Board asked that the plan be modifi ed to enable fi re trucks to 
enter the site, and in late August, Collins presented a scaled-down proposal that 
reduced the number of total units to 32 and the number of affordable dwellings to 
fi ve. The architects fi t the dwellings onto the site by setting them back nine feet 
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from the sidewalk, although zoning required an 18-foot setback, and placed a low 
wall enclosing a small area of greenery around the houses to give privacy to fi rst-
fl oor residents. At the corner of the intersection, the plan featured a courtyard and 
gazebo, a landscape showpiece clearly visible from the street. The chairman of the 
Redevelopment Board praised the design for reducing the number of units and for 
being more attractive, although members could not resist making suggestions to add 
gables and reconfi gure the layout of one building. Based on the reactions, Collins and 
his architects revised the plan yet again, and in October 2003 offi cially launched the 
environmental design review by fi ling for a special permit to build 35 condominium 
dwellings in three buildings.65 
Despite Collins’s efforts, the proposal sparked numerous objections. In November, 
members of the Redevelopment Board, which had just years earlier blocked a drug 
store at the same site, asked if Collins could include retail space on the street, even 
though a fi nancial analysis showed that would be uneconomic. Several neighbors 
objected that the project was not sympathetic to the historic Jason Russell House, site 
of the bloodiest battle of the fi rst day of the American Revolution. John Worden, a 
lawyer in downtown Boston and long-time moderator of the Arlington Town Meeting 
who lived near the historic building, said the site where “our forefathers…died 
in defense of the liberty that allows us to debate this here tonight” deserved more 
respectful treatment. The proposed buildings stood too near the sidewalk, he said, and 
he called the wall a “tank barricade … We don’t do walls in Arlington,” he said, even 
though a stone wall more than three feet high has long surrounded the revered Jason 
Russell House.66 
Collins could hope to negotiate with the Redevelopment Board, but the opposition 
of neighbors was more ominous. He required several special permits, and because 
the site was adjacent to the Mill Brook, he also required Conservation Commission 
approval.67 The neighbors’ opposition jeopardized Collins’s project because citizens 
could appeal Redevelopment Board and Conservation Commission decisions in court, 
which would further tie up the project and still not bring the developer relief.
Collins continued to meet with opponents and consider his alternatives. For all its 
fussiness about design, the Redevelopment Board enthusiastically supported the 
proposal.68 Collins had neutralized the church’s opposition by agreeing to sell it a part 
of the site. Some residents no doubt agreed with a letter writer to the local newspaper 
who said Collins’s proposal would fi t in with the mixture of nearby uses that included 
not only the Jason Russell House but also an entire block of businesses across the 
street (including a pizza parlor) and a supermarket a block away. “Is a lot full of 
weeds and a chain link fence,” she asked, ‘sympathetic to the surroundings?69 Yet 
critics continued to express their discontent with the scale and design and threatened 
legal action. “The problem here is not so much can we get by the board,” Keshian 
told the local paper, “but can we get by the potential litigation?”70 
Finally, in March 2004, Collins decided that the risk of appeals to either 
Redevelopment Board or Conservation Commission was too great. (The Brooks 
Company had sold the property to Collins’s own company, so he now had more 
at stake than before.) In a four-page letter to the board, Collins said the possibility 
of legal delays and changes in Arlington’s zoning constituted a “dual pinch on his 
project,” forcing him to drop the multifamily approach and to instead build nine, 
two-family houses and one single-family house. Collins was allowed to pursue this 
new course “by right.” That is, as long as he met the requirements, a simple building 
permit -- rather than a special permit obtained through the environmental design 
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review process -- would suffi ce to gain approval to build. And since each building 
was a two-family house, Collins would not now be subject to the affordable housing 
requirement.71 
Offi cials in the town’s planning department and members of the Redevelopment 
Board were bitterly disappointed in the result, with one member calling the outcome 
“terrible.”72 Despite planning staff and Redevelopment Board approval, determined 
citizens were able to effectively veto the project using powers that were both formal 
and informal, explicit and tacit. Refl ecting on the obstacle course to building in 
Arlington, Keshian, the long-time Arlington real estate lawyer noted, “Many only 
develop in Arlington once.”73 
Not all development approvals in Arlington are as diffi cult and contentious as that 
of the former Time Oldsmobile site. Occasionally, a residential development project 
obtains a special permit quickly. But a project that is large either in the number of 
dwellings or overall size or is located in or near a historic district or has particularly 
wary neighbors will encounter prolonged and arduous opposition from government 
departments or citizens or both. While some developers will persist and produce a 
project (which may differ signifi cantly from their original proposal), others simply 
give up and sell their holdings. The ability and mechanisms to slow, change, or block 
projects is readily available whenever members of Redevelopment Board, other 
government bodies, or individual citizens choose to use them.74

Section X: Conclusion
Arlington, Greater Boston, & the Anti-Growth Regulatory Regime

This shift from a casual pro-growth regime to a procedural and effectively anti-
growth system was hardly unique to Arlington. Starting in the 1960s, municipalities 
throughout greater Boston turned against development and adopted similar 
mechanisms -- building moratoria, special permits, environmental design reviews, 
and highly restrictive zoning laws -- to control it. A 1975 survey of growth policies 
in Massachusetts communities revealed widespread dislike of new development, 
especially of multifamily residences.75 Reacting to their own apartment booms in 
the 1960s, other suburban towns also eliminated or severely restricted apartment 
buildings and multi-family developments. In addition, commissions for land 
conservation and historical preservation like those in Arlington were established 
throughout the Boston metropolitan area. And paralleling the cross-class anti-
growth coalition in Arlington, both moderate- and high-income municipalities in 
Greater Boston placed tight restrictions on new development, especially multifamily 
construction.76 
The procedural system of residential building regulation with its obstacle course for 
acquiring project approval has become public policy in greater Boston. Government 
agencies helped spread knowledge of specifi c mechanisms, such as the special 
permit and environmental design review, for controlling development, to restrict 
development. Encouraged by federal and state policies, local planning agencies 
or governments localities imposed a complex set of regulatory rules regarding not 
only the type and dimension of structures, but also goals for preserving open space, 
wetlands, and historic buildings. 
In the hopes of achieving broad planning goals, planners and government offi cials 
also invited local citizens to participate in regulatory procedures—only to fi nd that 
the citizenry often seized control of the process for their own parochial concerns. 
Neighborhood residents came to oppose most new developments (unless they replaced 
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eyesores and nuisances) as a threat to the quality of their immediate surroundings. 
With the possible exception of large single-family houses on large lots, they viewed 
new housing as a degradation of the environment that would create additional fi scal 
burdens and greater traffi c congestion. Local citizenry quickly became adept in using 
the regulations, whether directly through the formal process of regulation or indirectly 
through threats of appeals and lawsuits, to stop new projects. Citizen participation 
has become one more, sometimes insurmountable, hurdle in the attempt to obtain 
approval to construct homes. 
The decision to implement a stringent anti-development policy in Arlington and 
other greater Boston municipalities has had a profound impact upon the region. 
Although most agree that respecting the character of communities, protecting the 
local environment, and saving historically signifi cant buildings is admirable, pursuit 
of these goals has generated a torturous process for the approval of new housing 
development. Furthermore, the local regulatory procedures have become a vehicle 
for rampant parochialism, which is the opposite of the planning ideal of organizing 
metropolitan areas for the good of all. Indeed, the effect of constricting supply, recent 
research shows, has been high housing costs, which many, including young people 
starting their careers, cannot afford.77 The region’s population has ceased to grow, and 
its economy may soon be threatened. 
Given how far the planning and regulatory pendulum has swung, it seems a 
reasonable goal to craft and execute a public policy that restores the balance of 
regulatory powers not only between communal controls and individual property 
rights, but between local and metropolitan interests. To do so will not be easy. 
After all, it requires reducing the local regulatory powers that public policy has 
systematically built up over more than three decades. 
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